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BETWEEN
THE LINES

The Nobel is one of those things
that don’t matter. It is so random
and bureaucratic. Proust didn’t get one;
neither did Thomas Hardy. It is never
known what bureaucracies do – there’s
a degree of unpredictability – and the
Nobel committee is a Kafkaesque thing.
But it does produce a blurb in the end.
What impinges more is the Booker. It’s
far more problematic because of the
hysteria [generated]… You want the
Booker the way you want chicken-pox –
to immunize yourself for the need

Maithili Rao

— ASHUTOSH

—AMIT CHAUDHURI

LYNDEE PRICKITT

The good
thing about
the Right-wing
political forces is
they don’t read.
They wouldn’t
have read
Ravish Kumar
Ambedkar’s last
speech, “Buddha
or Karl Marx” in which he described Indian
socialism and it coincides with Nehru’s
vision
—KANCHA ILAIAH

Before the
2013 elections,
everyone was in awe
of Narendra Modi….
Amit Shah was
regarded as the
biggest Chanakya
ever born. I used to
tell people he’s the
biggest hoax. He is
the most overrated
politician this
country has ever had.

Amit Chaudhuri’s session on his novel
turned out to be more emphatically lit
crit than is normal even at a literary
festival. When Hindu College teacher
Tarun Saint brought in the Russian
philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, Chaudhuri
said, “That’s a high level of response, I
don’t know if I can respond appropriately.
I don’t want to turn this into a seminar.”

Ashutosh’s session had a number of
Shazia Ilmi fans in the audience.
Once it was over, they stepped out
and took selfies with her

Rigid govt not It’s time India got over the Great Wall complex
good for 2nd C
gen reforms
TEAM TOI

Jairam: States Too Should
Devolve Powers For Progress
TEAM TOI

I

t was a marriage of numbers and wit at the Times
LitFest on Sunday as Congress leader and former union
minister Jairam Ramesh
shared the stage and his
thoughts on economic reforms
with Arun Maira, member of
the erstwhile Planning Commission, and columnist Swaminathan Aiyar.
As
the
conversation
veered towards the 1991 economic crisis and the deftness with which former PM
PV Narasimha Rao ushered

China is still the
biggest exporter
and importer. In India’s
case, we want to be
the biggest exporter
but not the biggest
importer. There is a
popular saying: China is
a closed society with an
open mind and India is
an open society with a
closed mind
in transformation, handling
politics
democratically,
Ramesh said an authoritarian regime isn’t good for the
country looking at second
generation reforms.
Taking Rao’s example,
who held the industries
portfolio and dismantled the

Licence Raj in the face of
external and internal pressure, Ramesh said political
management is of utmost
importance, especially now.
“Working within a democratic framework, India has
witnessed growth for over a
decade. Although Rao started the reforms and subsequent governments followed
him, small things need to be
fixed. Decentralisation will
be a good road to travel.”
Ramesh was taking Aiyar’s argument further. He
had suggested that CMs such
as Nitish Kumar, Shivraj
Singh Chouhan and Naveen
Patnaik are responsible for
the economic transformation in their states. “These
CMs come to the Centre and
urge decentralisation of
power. But when it’s their
turn to do that, they refuse.
They should decentralise
within their states. The outcome in education, food supply and water management
will be good,” he said.
Maira echoed Ramesh’s
sentiments. It’s good that
Planning Commission was
scrapped, he said. “…Putting
in its place a charter for another institution was good.”
He was referring to the NITI
Aayog headed by the PM and
has CMs as members of its
governing council.
Comparing economic reforms in China and India and
the debate between autocracy
and democracy, Ramesh said
Deng Xiaoping was a great
reformer but Tiananmen
Square and millions of lives
that were sacrificed are still
fresh on everybody’s mind.
“China’s reforms started
14 years before India’s. The
Chinese became aggressive
on foreign trade. China is
still the biggest exporter and
importer. In India’s case, we
want to be the biggest exporter but not the biggest
importer. There is a popular
saying: China is a closed society with an open mind and
India is an open society with
a closed mind.”

hina, the Asian equivalent of
the Joneses with whom India
is constantly measured
against, remains an inscrutable
entity for us, observed author Amitav Ghosh in his keynote address
on Day 2 of the Times LitFest.
In a prelude to his talk on ‘China
and the making of modern India’
Ghosh — whose Ibis Trilogy recounts the India-China opium trade
— tracked back to the early 1800s,
when opium was India’s chief export to that country.
This Ghosh did with an evocative PowerPoint presentation, where
he shared photographs, maps, trade
tallies and paintings that recreated
the opium journey — from the Baltimore-made schooners that revolutionised the trade, to pictures of
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Beijing. China has around 17 journalists in India who report daily
for the Chinese press. More should
be done to know how ordinary Chinese perceive India, Sen said.
Ghosh agreed India had done
little to intellectually engage with
China. This could be imputed

The Times LitFest is presented by
DS Group’s Rajnigandha.
Official bookstore: Full Circle
Writing Instruments
Partner: Parker
Mobility Partner: Uber

A journey to
know our icons
in flesh & blood
T

their past. “So the heroes of
modern India were made of
myth, not primary sources.”
he Indian past is where
A telling example is Rani
dead heroes continuously
Lakshmibai. Her escape from
spring back to life, to be
the British is depicted as an
dispatched to the front lines of
equestrian figure flying off
ferocious, contemporary culthe Jhansi fort ramparts, child
tural and political battles,” auin tow. This image is telling
thor Sunil Khilnani said in his
of the way pre-20th century
keynote address: ‘Iconic IndiIndian women are framed in
ans and the Idea of India’.
history — as goddesses. Young
The Khilnani coinage ‘Idea
women can’t easily identify
of India’ caught PM Modi’s atwith them. “We need to
tention and he repeatdemythologise our hised it 19 times in his
tory to rehumanise it.”
Parliament address
His coming book,
on Constitution Day.
Khilnani hopes, will inAfter
exploring
vite Indians to see who
in his previous book
they really are. “Thinkthe ‘Idea’ – that is, the
ing about the long arc
political and social
of our history isn’t just
processes that shaped Sunil Khilnani
backward-looking. At
India, Khilnani now
times, especially these, it’s a
investigates the making of its
way of pushing us towards
‘Icons’. The result of this study
something greater,” he said.
materialises next February as
He spoke of India’s tendena book of essays called Incarcy to ‘remoralise’ and restrict
nations: India in 50 Lives, on
the space for creative and criti50 of India’s notable personcal engagement with authoralities known and unknown,
ity. Many in our pantheon of
spanning 2,500 years from
nation-makers, we forget, were
Ashoka to Dhirubhai Ambani.
rabble-rousers and troubleIndia’s history, Khilnani
makers. “Turning them into
holds, is unpeopled. “Beyond
superheroes, we forgot they
a few iconic names, most
were once scrappers,” he said.
important historical figures
Shobhaa De inquired if
recede into a haze of legend
young India wasn’t suffiand myth,” he said. This has
ciently interested in its hispartly to do with the pillage of
tory, to which Khilnani said
colonisers, who ransacked the
the youth were interested,
country’s material resources
but they needed to see their
and historical records. They
icons as human beings.
unmoored the subjects from

LIT-TLE MINDS: A child checks out an app on the second day of Times LitFest on Sunday

‘Social and traditional media
complement each other’
TEAM TOI

A

udience interjections
from the young to the
decidedly grey made for
a discussion with broad appeal at the session “Freedom
Online: The Net and Democracy” with researcher Chinmayi Arun, writer and journalist Lyndee Prickitt, and
Times Internet chief editor
Rajesh Kalra addressing Internet access and challenges
of authenticating information online.
Strides in technology can
often fail to translate in the
face of social norms, said
Arun, research director of

Centre for Communication
Governance at National
Law University, Delhi. “You
can take Internet anywhere,
but can’t take it out of the
context of politics, markets,
social norms. Rural women

NET GYAN
may not be able to access
mobiles, they may not have
the privacy to use Internet
freely,” Arun pointed out.
Prickitt sees potential for
online radio to fill the gap for
local language content online. “It is oral, and cheap,”
she said.
Many wanted to know

how to authenticate online
information. “It’s not just a
challenge for traditional media, but also for consumers,”
said Prickitt while Arun
believes traditional and
online media inform each
other. “Traditional media
spends time checking facts.
Internet is an uncontrolled
space. They both have value.
But sometimes you want to
see what the editor judged
in the space, which a machine can’t do with its algorithms,” said Arun.
Prickitt said a story may
appear on social media, but
people still check details on
traditional news media.
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ndia’s economic potential
in relation to China is
bright, but unlike the latter it does not yet have a
strategy in foreign policy,
historian Niall Ferguson
said on Sunday. “India has to
decide if it needs one,” he
said during a conversation
with author Patrick French
on Day 2 of the Times LitFest. The session marked the
launch of the Indian edition
of the first volume of his
authorised biography of
former US Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger.
Ferguson referred to
India’s foreign policy as an
“a la carte approach.” He
said heads of governments
should have a council of
historical advisors to learn
lessons from the past. The
British historian, known for
his contrarian views, broke
down the lessons he learnt
from studying the first half
of Kissinger’s life into four
broad points which he felt
should guide a country’s foreign policy strategy.
The first lesson, according to Ferguson, was that
history is to states what
character is to people. A
deficiency of history can
undermine policy.
The second lesson was
that the key problem in decision making is conjecture. “In
a democracy it’s extremely
tempting to kick the can down
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the foreigners’ enclave outside the
walled city of Guangzhou. “Half of
London was built on money from the
opium trade,” he reckoned, as were
the fortunes of Roosevelt, Coolidge
and the foundations of America’s
Ivy League Brown University.
Not just fortunes, but cities too
were built. Singapore, he pointed
out, owes its development to its role
as a conduit for the opium between

to the fact that China scarcely
figures in our intellectual and
cultural discourse. “Our educational outlook is Eurocentric,” he
lamented, “We don’t look enough
at Southeast Asia.”
He mentioned the 18th century
Chinese emperor Qianlong, during
whose reign Nepal was a protectorate. In the early modern period,
Nepali interlocutors helped mediate between Indians and Chinese,
he said. Naga sadhus too were used
as conduits. But this was between
the British and the Chinese. Facts
no Indian textbook mentions.

‘India’s foreign A crash course on getting published
policy an a la
carte approach’ T

‘Dalits turning
entrepreneurs
against odds
is a miracle’
alits tur ning entrepreneurs against odds is a
‘miracle’, said Chandrabhan
Prasad, mentor to the Dalit
India Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, at the LitFest
discussion on Dalit entrepreneurship moderated by acclaimed India expert Robin
Jeffrey.
Chandrabhan
has
coauthored a book on Dalit entrepreneurship with Shyam
Babu, senior fellow at the Centre for Policy. Prasad recalled
how he’s often asked if the rise
of Dalit entrepreneurs means
all Dalits have turned millionaires. His rebuttal — Are all
banias millionaires? Are all
Americans capitalists? “The
message in our book is that
when Dalits get equal opportunity and rules are applied to
them equally, they can succeed
on their own,” Babu said.
Development expert Surinder Jodhka said it’s important
not to presume all Dalits are
poor or stay on outskirts of villages. “Those from lower castes
who’ve done well have often had
their castes re-designated.”
The other participant in
the discussion, liberal economist Swaminathan Aiyar
spoke of the rise of Dalit millionaires without government
subsidies. “The Economic
Times ran 11 articles on Dalit
capitalism,” said Aiyar, who
spoke of how capitalism helped
erode the caste system and produced dollar millionaires.

CHINA CHROMOSOME? Amitav Ghosh

up efforts to build Chinese studies
in India; there are few Chinese history courses.” News from China is
limited to a handful of Indian journalists reporting government propaganda, or at best on goings-on in

Bombay, Calcutta and Canton.
“Indians know little about the
Opium Wars. While China has
museums devoted to them, there’s
little mention of the part India
played. They formed the second
most populous contingent in
Guangzhou, from the Parsi opium
merchants, to sepoys who fought
for East India Company, and even
Indian chowkidars, lascars in Canton,” Ghosh said. But that’s as far
as the omissions go.
China has considerable literature on India. The same can’t be
said for us. “What’s written about
China in India is confined to strategic and business affairs, with little
scholarship on China,” commented
Ghosh. To this, his interlocutor
Tansen Sen, Professor of Ancient
History at New York University
Shanghai, added: “We must step

Niall Ferguson

the road because of asymmetric pay-offs,” he said.
In foreign policy, choices
are always between evils,
which was the third lesson.
Finally, in Kissinger’s
eye, ruthless realism cannot always succeed because
it won’t have legitimacy.
Ferguson compared the
current foreign policy of the
US in context of the four lessons. He concluded that US
appeared to have forgotten the
lessons and its current foreign policy was devoid of an
underlying strategy. One of
the lessons the author learnt
during the course of his research was the criticality of
individual decision making
at key moments. He advocated
the importance of historical
inputs into policy making and
felt history should capture intellectual high ground.
In response to questions
on the Richard Nixon administration’s uneasy ties
with the Indira Gandhi
government, he said the
US tilt to Pakistan was not
based on personal dislikes.
It was made in the context
of a strategic game where
US was trying to exploit the
Sino-Soviet split.

he biggest asset new authors can have is a thick
skin. It serves them well
when publishers, agents reject
their manuscript. As Harper
Collins publisher V K Karthika said, the odds of getting
picked “are very, very hard.”
Anuj Bahri, also participating in the Times LitFest
discussion titled “How to get
published”, concurred. To
elucidate how difficult things
were, he dedicated a sher to
the “frustrated author”.
A budding author’s chances brighten, said Karthika,
if their “writing shines” or
they “write to the trend.” Either they write so well that
publishers are willing “to
take a risk” even if they’re
“writing against the grain”.
Else, publishers look for attributes that “may not add up
to a good book but to a sale-

From left: Anuj Bahri, Ashok Chopra, moderator Ashwin Sanghi,
Satyanand Nirupam and V K Karthika at the Times Litfest

able one.” Bookseller, literary agent Bahri (he runs the
iconic Bahrisons), publishing
veteran Ashok Chopra, CEO
of Hay House, and Satyanand
Nirupam of the Rajkamal
Prakashan Group, agreed.
“Don’t lose heart,” Chopra
added, “some of the biggest
bestsellers — Life of Pi, Lolita
— were first rejected.”
Despite the vast number

of new authors throwing
their hat into the ring —
Bahri claimed publishers
get 150-200 manuscripts daily
— the industry is still small.
“Our print run remains what
it was 20 years ago. Publishers handle 2,000 to 5,000 copies of a book over 18 months,”
Chopra said. “The main problem is the young aren’t entering bookshops.”

Youngsters have found
new ways to put out their
work. Sanghi talked of publishing on social media.
“I don’t think there’s anything traditional anymore,”
Karthika countered: “We
put out e-books with the
paper ones and sell on nontraditional platforms. We
picked an author who wrote
an entire book on his phone
at airports. But one should
try traditional routes too,
for they get good editorial
support.”
Nirupam spotted Raveesh
Kumar’s tweets and realized
the potential of his stories. “I
don’t think any writer after
R K Narayan has addressed
issues of villages. Hindi authors traditionally have. For
the new middle class moving
to metros, small towns are
stuff of nostalgia. Things also
changed with use of Hindi in
social media,” Nirupam said.

WITH THE AAM AADMI

Erotica writers
boring or cool?
At the session on erotica, an
audience member asked
Ananth Padmanabhan about
writers of erotica and love
stories maintaining a “cool”
public image when in fact
they might be dreadfully
boring. “Is that supposed to
be a veiled insult for me?”
Padmanabhan shot back as
the audience and the panel
burst into laughter.

‘Slapstick’ from RGV
Bollywood director Ram Gopal
Varma’s session was filled with
quick repartee and one-liners.
He spoke about the time his
former wife slapped him when
he suggested that her birthday
wasn’t an event important
enough to celebrate. “When
you don’t have a logical
argument, you resort to
violence,” Varma said.

JUST KIDDING

In toon with times
A fun-filled workshop
organised for children between
4 and 7 years encouraged kids
to think out of the box and
channel their inner creativity.
The activities involved a storytelling session while the
moderator Ritu Agarwal
interacted with the kids and
spoke to them about their
favourite animated characters.

A lyrical pep talk
Publisher, literary agent and
bookseller Anuj Bahri had a
sher for “frustrated authors”
whose literary efforts are
being repeatedly rejected
by publishers: Likhna toh
hai meri taqdeer main /
toh har sitam aap ka seh
loonga, /waqt nahin agar
aaj paas tumhaare, /kal phir
tumhare darwaaze ka
deedar kar loonga.

Rangeela RGV on a high with Guns & Thighs
TEAM TOI

W

ith a title like ‘Guns and
Thighs’, one could be excused
for thinking this book is smut.
Ram Gopal Varma insists that wasn’t
the idea behind his autobiography released recently.
The Bollywood director says the
title captures the two earliest cinematic impressions. “One was Amitabh
Bachchan’s gun in ‘Deewar’, the other
Sridevi’s thighs in ‘Himmatwala’,”
says the director of ‘Rangeela’ fame.
In a brutally honest session at
the Times LitFest on Sunday, Varma
talked of his “love-hate” relationship
with director Anurag Kashyap, personal upheavals, getting slapped by his

SATYA SPEAKER: RGV with young fans

former wife, and his “all-time dream”
of making a film on Ayn Rand’s ‘The
Fountainhead’.
“Howard Roark is difficult to
visualize. The book’s so much about
what’s in the mind,” he says. Back in
1949, the book was made into a film,

Rand herself wrote the screenplay.
Recently, Varma caused a stir with
his comments on censor board chief
Pahlaj Nihalani. “Anyone with a cell
phone can access porn. In this digital
age, four or five people deciding what
the country should watch is ridiculous,” he says. He was a little more accommodating on Nihalani. “He’s eventually a man doing his job, going by
guidelines.” Varma’s 2010 film ‘Rann’
ran into trouble with the censors for
a song invoking the national anthem.
Known for sharp tweets on
events of the day, Varma joined
the intolerance debate, disagreeing
with Aamir Khan’s view that tolerance was on the wane. Last week he
tweeted that three Muslims being

the top stars of a Hindu-majority
nation was the biggest sign of the
country’s religious inclusivity. “I
meant to disprove the line that the
country is intolerant. Looking at
the Paris attacks and the spread
of ISIS, I’d say India has the least
number of problems. People have
conflicts all the time. Intolerance is
part of human nature,” he says.
Asked about the deification of
women and their beauty in his
films, Varma took head on the suggestion of this being sexist. “I’m
sexist. I love sex. I love women,” he
said. “I do feel that beauty of women
is the greatest creation of God,” he
explains, holding forth on his longstanding crush on Sridevi.

